
Introducing the

ULTIMATE
Automation Upgrade

...and it just got

BETTER

Helping Real Estate Investors  
      Do more deals. 
      Make more money. 
      Have more time. 
Period.

All-New Interface — Clean, 
Simple and Easy to use

Built around YOU so you 
can focus on Finding, Funding 
Analyzing, and Closing deals

Brand New Tools streamlined 
and integrated to deliver the best 
results with little effort

2.0

facebook.com/automationengine 

twitter.com/reiblackbook

That’s just
the start!
There’s 
so much 
more...

Log in to watch a demo video
www.reiblackbook.com/demo

...or Join Today!
www.reiblackbook.com

Your fast track  
to making your first offer,  
closing your first deal and 
cashing your first check.



Get Organized 
Contacts, tasks, and deal tracking in one 
place with a fully integrated CRM. Never 
again lose a lead because you forgot to 
follow-up.

REI BlackBook makes marketing easy. 
Professionally designed websites, 
dedicated single property websites, 
one-click pdf flyers, html ads, and instant 
publishing to over 35 third party sites 
mean more visibility in less time.  Lead 
magnets, landing pages, and pre-loaded 
email campaigns mean you’re not only 
getting more leads, but closing more deals. 

What is REI BlackBook?
REI BlackBook is a web-based platform that 
supports novice and veteran real estate investors 
in growing and sustaining their investment 
business through automation and systemization.

It’s more than a 
software. We’re a team  
that believes in your success.

AMP (Auto Message Pro) generates 
leads via phone by giving them the 
option to listen to a recording and leave a 
message or press a button to speak to you 
directly. It takes the cold out of calling and 
delivers only the readiest leads to your ear.  

Make More Money 
Ditch the guesswork. The Property and Profit 
Analyzers give you everything you need to run 
comps, look at deals side by side, run best and 
worst-case scenarios, and determine the most 
profitable exit strategy.
 

Your Net-Worth is IN Your 
Network
Relationships are the foundation of every 
successful business. REI BlackBook has the 
nation’s largest community of active investors: 
15,000 and growing! Find partners, ask questions, 
acquire property, or even sell your next deal. 

Automate Your Marketing    
 + Get More Leads
 + Close More Deals

The Support You Need
Helping you succeed is really our goal. You 
receive unlimited support for free. With 
innovation at our core, you can experience 
the benefit of lifetime upgrades at no 
additional cost.

We listen to YOU and as a direct 
result of your requests, here are 
some of the improvements you’ll find 
in version 2.0...

Property Dashboard 
Your first view on login is the status of all your 
property deals sorted by new, evaluating, offer 
made & closed.

Bird Dog Engine 
All the tools you need to recruit, enroll, and 
manage your property finders in one place. 

Property Inbox 
Immediately accept or reject properties 
submitted by your bird dogs or other sources. 

Lead Sheet 
Gives you all the important questions you need 
to ask your potential seller and automatically 
integrates with your CRM. 

Repair List 
Track and prepare for the repairs now, so 
you’re not out of pocket and crying later. 

Upgraded Profit Analyzer
The new analyzer catches every potential cost & 
calculates the best and worst case scenarios.

Create Property Reports
Take them to the bank, your hard money 
lender, or your Rich Dad, these credibility kits 
show you’re the real deal.  

Offer Engine
When you’re ready to make an offer, whip up a 
contract, download and track the status.

Tasks, Notes and Files
Each deal has specific needs. Store all your 
tasks and notes related to your property. 
Drag and Drop up to 2 GB of files, photos, and 
documents to the uploader. 

...you get all that and more in Version 2.0!


